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Abstract. The most fundamental structure involved in molecular electronics is a
molecular transport junction, consisting of one (ideally) or more molecules extend-
ing between two electrodes. These junctions combine the fundamental process of
intramolecular electron transfer with the mixing of molecular and continuum levels
at the electrodes and the nonequilibrium process of voltage-driven currents. Much
of this book is devoted to the complicated but significant behaviors that arise from
this conjunction. This introductory chapter attempts to sketch some of the princi-
ples and also some of the unresolved issues that characterize molecular transport
junctions.

Sections 2–4 deal with fundamental ideas. These include an appropriate theoret-
ical formulation of the conductance calculation in terms of non-equilibrium Green’s
functions, the relationship between junction conductance and nonadiabatic electron
transfer rates in the same molecular entities, and the role and magnitude of inter-
actions between the dynamics of the transferring electronic charges and the nuclear
degrees of freedom. Section 5 addresses some of the outstanding and difficult issues
in understanding junction transport, including geometry and its change with volt-
age, the electrostatic profile under applied voltage, electronic structure models and
their limitations, and fluctuations and switching phenomena in junctions.

Molecular electronics is an area of very rapidly growing scientific and applied
interest and activity. While the technological drivers, including materials, electro-
chemical, biological, sensing, memory and logic applications are all important, the
fundamental issues involved in the nonequilibrium responses of molecule-based hy-
brid materials to applied electromagnetic fields is the fundamental driver for this
science. In this sense, molecular electronics is a sort of spectroscopy. Due to the
intensity and quality of the research being done in the area, the community may
soon be able to understand molecular transport spectroscopy at a level of depth
and sophistication almost comparable to other, more traditional spectroscopies.
Contemporary research in the area, as exemplified in this book and at the Dresden
conference that initiated the book, is driving in that direction.

1 Prologue

Molecular electronics, one of the major fields of current efforts in nanoscience,
involves the exploration of the electronic level structure, response and trans-
port, together with the development of electronic devices and applications
that depend on the properties of matter at the molecular scale. This includes
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single molecules, molecular arrays and molecular networks connected to other
electronic components. Its major application areas include sensors, displays,
smart materials, molecular motors, logic and memory devices, molecular scale
transistors and energy transduction devices. Often molecular electronics is
envisioned as the next step in device miniaturization. The importance of
molecules in device applications stems not only from their electronic proper-
ties, but also from their ability to bind to one another, recognize each other,
assemble into larger structures, and exhibit dynamical stereochemistry [1–11].

While the promise of new technological breakthroughs has been a major
driving force in this field, consideration of molecular systems as components
of electronic devices raises important fundamental questions. In particular,
while traditional quantum chemistry deals with molecules as electronically
closed systems, practitioners of molecular electronics face problems involving
molecular systems that are open to their electronic environment and, more-
over, function in situations far from equilibrium. Informed design of such
devices requires an understanding of the interplay among molecular struc-
ture, dynamics and function. In addition, for particular applications such as
switching, rectification and memory storage/reading on the molecular level,
we need to understand the non-linear response of such systems. Possible
heating in such junctions should be considered as well, implying the need to
understand relaxation and heat conduction in such molecular structures. Fi-
nally, the vision to adjust and to monitor the operation of these devices brings
out the need to understand different control modes, ranging from structural
design to interaction with external forces such as a radiation field or other
molecular entities.

During the past half century remarkable progress was made in estab-
lishing the conceptual framework for electron transfer (ET) processes [11]
in molecular, supermolecular, and biophysical systems. ET provides a cen-
tral conceptual and technical basis for molecular electronics, pertaining both
to molecular devices and to molecular materials. ET in supermolecules falls
into two general categories: (1) Bridged species, often consisting of an elec-
tron donor (D) and an electron acceptor (A), linked by a non-rigid or a rigid
molecular bridge (B); and (2) biophysical systems such as the photosynthetic
reaction centers (RC) of bacteria and plants, where the primary process (the
conversion of solar energy into chemical energy) proceeds via a sequence of
well-organized, highly efficient, directional and specific ET processes between
prosthetic groups embedded in the protein medium.

The control of ET in donor/bridge/acceptor (DBA) or donor/acceptor
(DA) systems in solution [12], in a solid [13], in a protein [14], in DNA [15] or
within an “isolated” solvent-free supermolecule [16] can be accomplished by:
(1) Structural control. ‘Molecular engineering’ of the D, A and B subunits
determines the molecular energetics and the direct D–A or superexchange D–
B–A electronic coupling. (2) Intramolecular dynamic control of the nuclear
equilibrium configurational changes (i.e. nuclear distortions) that accompany
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ET [17]. (3) Medium control of ‘conventional’ ET in a solvent or in a cluster.
The functions of the medium on DBA → D

+
BA

−
ET include: (i) the ener-

getic stabilization of the ionic states; (ii) and the coupling of the electronic
states with the medium nuclear motion, which originates from short-range
and long-range interactions in polar solvents, with short-range interactions
with C–H group dipoles in non-polar hydrocarbons and with polar amino acid
residues in protein. (4) Dynamic medium control of ET [18] involving either
the medium acting as a heat bath, solvent-controlled ET, specific dynamic
control of pathways by solvent motions (‘gating’), or very slow solvent relax-
ations such as in glassy matrices, that lead to reduced solvent reorganization
energies.

The structural, intramolecular, solvent, and dynamic control of ET allows
for the design of molecular systems where ET is: (i) ultrafast (on the time
scale of ∼1 ps to ∼100 fs), overwhelming any energy waste processes; (ii)
highly efficient, eliminating any back reactions; (iii) stable with respect to
the predictable variation of molecular and medium properties; (iv) practically
invariant with respect to temperature changes.

ET theory for donor–acceptor charge transfer represents the non-adiabatic
ET rate kD→A in the basic form

kD−A = (2π/�)V 2F (1)

where V is the effective electronic coupling and F is the thermally aver-
aged nuclear vibrational Franck-Condon factor. This microscopic description
rests on several ingredients: (1). ET is described as a radiationless transition.
(2). The Born-Oppenheimer separability of electronic and nuclear motion ap-
plies, enabling the description of the system in terms of diabatic potential
surfaces Fig. 1 (3). The electronic coupling is sufficiently weak to warrant
the description of the radiationless transition in the non-adiabatic limit. (4).
Microscopic ET rates are insensitive to medium dynamics. This state of af-
fairs is realized for the common situation of clear separation of time scales
between electronic and nuclear processes. (5). Incoherent charge transfer be-
tween the donor-acceptor sites, involving dephasing at each ET step. This
state of affairs is analogous to Holstein’s small polaron [19] in the incoherent
limit.

The electronic coupling in the DBA system V = VDA+Vsuper consists of a
sum of a direct D–A exchange contribution VDA between the electronic states
of DA and D

+
A

−
, and a superexchange off-resonance interaction [20] Vsuper.

The accumulated information concerning the distance dependence of both
direct and superexchange interactions is that both interactions are expected
to exhibit an exponential distance dependence [21]

V = α exp(−βRDA) , (2)

where RDA is the (either edge-to-edge or center-to-center) D–A distance. The
distance dependence of intramolecular superexchange interactions in man-
made synthetic systems and nature-made biological photosynthetic systems
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Fig. 1. A schematic diagram showing the energetics of an electron transfer reaction
in terms of two diabatic surfaces, characterized by their curvature, the gap energy
∆E and the reorganization energy λ

and in DNA provides a dynamic ruler for the interrogation of the distance
dependence of incoherent charge transfer between molecular sites, which are
driven by the electronic coupling with kD→A constrained by the nuclear
Franck-Condon factor.

In direct comparison with the ET picture in Fig. 1, the simplest energy
representation for a molecular transport junction (MJ) is given in Fig. 2. The
two electrodes are assumed made of the same material, which is taken to be
simple metal with a Fermi level denoted Ef . The discrete levels shown for the
molecule represent (just as the continuum levels in the metal do) one-electron
energies. In particular, the highest-occupied and lowest empty molecular or-
bitals (HOMO and LUMO respectively) define a gap, and Ef must lie within
this gap. Under conditions where these metals are thermally equilibrated, the
Landauer formula for the coherent conductance of the junction is given by
(1)

g(Φ) =
e

π�

∂

∂Φ

∫ ∞

0

dET (E) (f(E) − f(E + eΦ)) (3)

(here g,Φ,T, f, E, are respectively the conductance, the voltage, the trans-
mission through the molecular junction, the Fermi functions describing the
populations on the two metal leads and the energy variable). When the deriv-
ative on the rhs of (3) is removed, one obtains a formula for the current, I,
in terms of the populations and the elastically-scattered transmission. Equa-
tion (3) is the simplest useful result for transport, and has the same role
there that (1) has in the ET processes. It is actually reminiscent of the ET
result of (1): the rate (ET) or the current (molecular junctions) is given by
the product of a population term and a scattering probability.
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Fig. 2. (a) A schematic diagram of a molecular junction, comprising two electrodes
with Fermi energies EFL and EFR(EFR − EFL = eΦ) connected by a molecular
species. The latter is characterized by its HOMO-LUMO gap, as shown. (b) Same
as (a), except that the molecule is represented in a local (e.g. atomic orbital) basis
set

As a voltage is applied to the junction, the two Fermi levels differ by Φe,
the voltage times the elementary charge. Whenever one of the Fermi levels
crosses a molecular level, there is a possibility for resonant transfer, and one
expects a local maximum in the g(Φ) measurement.

The similarity of the rate measurement in nonadiabatic intramolecular
ET and the transport in molecular junctions is striking. The comparison is
made explicit in Table 1.

Table 1. Comparison of Rate and Transport Processes

Intramolecular Nonadiabatic Molecular Junction
Rates Transport

rate constant k(sec−1) conductance g(Ω−1)
electron tunneling electron tunneling
vibronic bath electronic bath (electrodes)
(1) (3)
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Since both processes are determined by electron tunneling, they are closely
related to one another, as will be discussed in Sect. 3, after a brief description
of conductance formulations in Sect. 2. The bath medium, into which the
energy is dissipated, differs from the vibrations and solvent polarization in
ET to the electrode Fermi sea for simple coherent transport in junctions; this
leads to quite different temperature dependences for the two phenomena.

Section 3 discusses the magnitudes expected for the conductance and for
the rate constants, and presents an analysis of the relationship between these
two important observable properties. Section 4 is devoted to behaviors arising
from the interactions of the electronic and vibrational degrees of freedom,
including inelastic tunneling spectroscopy and the transition from coherent
to activated behavior. Section 5 presents a very brief overview of some of the
outstanding issues involved in modeling transport junctions.

Over the past half century the properties of non-molecular electronic
materials, i.e., metals, semiconductors and dielectrics, and their interfaces,
have been investigated extensively and are well understood. Only relatively
recently was a similar effort directed towards systems involving molecular,
mostly organic, materials. During the past decade a new focus on the elec-
tronic transport properties of single molecule junctions, as well as molecular
and biomolecular DNA chains, is emerging. This research is motivated not
only by envisioned single molecule devices, but also by the conceptual simplic-
ity of such systems that offer convenient platforms for correlating theory and
experiment, and by the intrinsic challenge involved in understanding thermo-
dynamic response, both electronic and structural, of molecular species in a
transport junction.

This book is devoted to the area of molecular electronics, and to explicat-
ing and demonstrating some of its crucial understandings, accomplishments
and challenges. This introductory overview chapter addresses the interrela-
tionship among charge transfer, transmission and transport in molecular sys-
tems, providing the conceptual framework for molecular electronics. It should
be regarded as a sketchy introduction to the field, not a survey. The authors
apologize for the many omissions, and the deeply incomplete literature cita-
tions, in this chapter. These should be remedied by the wide scope and depth
of this book as an entirety.

2 Theoretical Approaches to Conductance

In this section, we give a brief outline of the standard approaches for model-
ing and understanding transport in MJ. Carbon nanotubes, because of their
stiffness and aspect ratio, constitute a special case, and we focus rather on
organic molecules.

The simplest interpretation of Scanning Tunneling Microscope images was
developed by Tersoff and Hamann [22], and states that the current is propor-
tional to the total density of states at the position of the terminal atom of the
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tip and at the Fermi energy. For molecular junctions, this picture is invalid,
because the two molecular ends are both in contact with an electrode.

When a molecular structure, acting as a wire, is functionalized to two
electrodes, a molecular transport junction is formed. The simplest discussion
of transport is then to assume that incoming electrons are scattered both at
the interfaces between the metal and the molecule and along the wire itself.
Under these conditions, the conductance will depend on the net probability
of scattering. An important point first noticed by Landauer [23, 24] is that
such scattering does not have to be inelastic – even elastic scattering will
prevent electrons making it through the junction. Dissipation of energy will
eventually occur, but that can happen in the (macroscopic) leads leading to
the molecular junction.

This fundamental realization suggests that the junction resistance in this
case arises from its behavior as a scatterer, and its conductance can therefore
be calculated simply from scattering theory. This coherent conductance is
expected to characterize most short molecular wires, particularly those in
which transport occurs far from resonance between the metal Fermi energy
and the molecular eigenstates,1 and at low temperature for short wires. Under
those conditions, the conductance g(E, V ) is given by

g(E, V ) =
2e2

h

∑
ij

tij(E, V ) (4)

Here the prefactor is the quantum of conductance, and tij is the proba-
bility that a carrier coming from the left lead in transverse mode i will be
transmitted to the right lead in transverse mode j.

A more general approach includes not only elastic scattering, but also
such issues as interaction between the molecule and the electrodes and the
coupling to vibrations and to external fields such as light or thermal gradients.
The most common formulation is the Keldysh-Kadanoff-Baym [25–28] one in
terms of non-equilibrium Green’s functions (NEGF). Reference [29–35] The
use of molecular electronic structure theory for the molecule, combined with
models for the interface and appropriate treatments (NEGF formulations
[29–36], Lippman/Schwinger scattering approaches [37–40]) of the scattering
process lead to actual calculations of molecular transport.

In the limit of small applied voltage V , the coherent conductance can be
written as

g(Φ) =
e2

π�
TrM{GM (Φ)ΓR(Φ)GM+

(Φ)ΓL(Φ)} (5)

Here the Green’s function GM describes propagation through the mole-
cule, and ΓR and ΓL are respectively the spectral densities coupling the
molecule to the electrodes on the left and the right. The TrM denotes a

1Near resonance the possibility for dephasing and relaxation may limit the va-
lidity of (4)
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trace over the states of the molecule, and GM is modified from the bare
molecule propagator by including the broadening and shifting effects of the
molecule/electrode interactions.

The dependence of the conductance on the molecular species arises mostly
from the Green’s function G in (5). In a very simple single-determinant de-
scription, if we use i, j to denote atomic orbitals and µ for molecular orbitals,
the matrix elements of G are

Gi,j (E) =
∑

µ

< i|µ >< µ|j > /(E − Eµ −Σµ ) (6)

with E,Eµ and Σµ respectively the energy variable, the molecular orbital
energy and the self-energy. The self energy is a complex function – its real
part describes the shift of the resonance due to interaction with the external
partners, while the imaginary part, Γ, characterizes the lifetime of the state.
Note that (as is intuitive) the G will maximize when the injection energy E
is close to a molecular orbital resonance energy Eµ and when the molecular
orbital involved has substantial components from the atomic orbitals i, j on
the two ends of the molecule.

A particularly simple junction contains only one homonuclear diatomic
(such asH2), with one basis function on each atom. References [3,41] ignoring
electron repulsion and orbital overlap, the two degenerate sites of energy E0

mix by a tunneling energy t0. Then the conductance becomes g(EF ) where

g(E) =
e2

π�

Γ|t0|2
|(E − E0 + (1/2)iΓ)2 − t0|2|2

(7)

When injection occurs exactly on resonance (EF = E0± t0) and t20 � Γ 2,
this behaves as a pure Landauer channel.

g = g0 = 2e2/h (8)

Note that this holds independent of the spectral density Γ, so long as
the energy E − E0 − t0 overlaps with any nonvanishing value of Γ. The
elastic current for resonance injection is g0, independent of the (nonvanishing)
binding between molecule and electrodes. Experimental reports of near-unit
conductance for dihydrogen on platinum at low temperatures [42] may reflect
such injection.

One way to produce resonance injection is to move the molecular eigen-
state energies by a gating field. Recent work with a molecular transistor in-
jection has indeed observed resonant injection, and g ∼= g0, for such molecules
as ferrocene [43].

Note that if Γ2 � t20 but injection is not on resonance (but, say, at
midgap), we find [41]

g = g0
4t20Γ

2

(t20 + Γ)2
→ 0 (9)
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The conductance then exhibits turnover behavior, vanishing at t0= 0 (as seen
from (7)) because no mixing of the two molecular sites occurs, and at t0 � Γ,
because there is no available spectral density at the orbital resonance energy.

3 The Relationship Between Electron Transfer Rates
and Molecular Conduction

We have already noted that electron transfer and molecular conduction are
two facets of electron transmission through a molecular environment, and as
such should be interrelated. Still this relationship is not a trivial one for sev-
eral reasons. First, as discussed in Sect. 1 there are fundamental differences
between the two processes that arise from different physical boundary con-
ditions. One is driven by nuclear relaxation at the donor and acceptor sites
while the other is made possible by absorption of the transmitted electron
in the continuum of metal electronic states. Secondly, even though the core
process in both situations is electron transmission through a molecular layer
or bridge, the fact that in the conduction process one puts a potential across
the junction may change the electronic structure of the bridge; at the sim-
plest level this gives rise to a potential gradient on the bridge itself, implying
change in local energies. Finally, the two quantities observed, transfer rate in
one case and conductance in the other, are different physical observables of
different dimensionalities.

Still, the conduction property of a given molecular system and the elec-
tron transfer properties of the same system should be closely related at least
for low bias potentials and once the different boundary processes have been
sorted out. Expression relating the two were recently derived both for the co-
herent transport regime and for the incoherent hopping regime. Here we limit
ourselves to demonstrating the physical issues involved using simple limiting
forms. For the coherent transport regime and symmetric electron transfer one
finds [3, 44]

g ≈ 8e2

π2Γ(L)
D Γ(R)

A F
kD→A (10)

where g is the zero bias conduction, kD→A is the donor-to acceptor electron
transfer rate, F is the Franck-Condon weighted density of states thermal en-
vironment (see (1)) and Γ(L)

D and Γ(R)
A represent the inverse escape time of

an electron on the donor molecule when next to (say) the left metal elec-
trode, into that electrode, and similarly for the acceptor next to the right
metal electrode. Equation (10) is a limiting form obtained when these rates
are comparable to, or larger than the inverse energy difference between the
metal’s Fermi energy and the energy of molecular orbital that is active in the
transport process. Another limiting form is obtained for incoherent hopping
transfer through a long molecular bridge, provided that energy shifts caused
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by the molecule-metal coupling are small relative to kBT . It reads (again for
symmetric electron transfer) [45]

g ≈ e2

kBT
kD→A (11)

The simple form of the latter result stems from the fact that for incoherent
hopping transmission through a long chain is dominated by dynamics on the
chain itself and not at the molecule-lead contacts. Interestingly, and quite
accidentally, both (10) and (11) yield at room temperature similar numerical
estimates

g ∼ (e2/π�)(10−13kD→A(S(s−1)) ∼= [10−17kD→A(s−1)]Ω−1 (12)

when the semiclassical Marcus expression [46] for F in a symmetric donor-
acceptor problem, F ≈ (

√
4πλkBT )−1 exp(−λ/4kBT ) is used in (10) together

with the value λ = 0.5 eV for the reorganization energy and the values
Γ(L)

D = Γ(R)
A ∼ 0.5 eV for the electron escape rates into the electrodes. Actual

values of these parameters can of course differ, but these representative values
provide an order-of-magnitude criterion for observing conduction in the small
voltage-bias regime of molecular conduction junctions. For example, with a
current detector sensitive to pico-amperes, kD→A has to exceed ∼106 s−1 (for
the estimates of F and Γ given above) before measurable current can be ob-
served at 0.1V across such a junction. Such estimates should be exercised
with caution, both because the above expressions are approximate limiting
forms of more complex relationships within the corresponding models and
because the models themselves are highly simplified. Still, they may be use-
ful as rough order of magnitude estimates as was indeed found in a recent
comparison of electron transfer and conduction through alkane bridges [47].

4 Interaction with Nuclear Degrees of Freedom

Electron transfer processes, as described in Sect. 1 involve electron-phonon
coupling in an essential way: this coupling causes the relaxation process that
affects electron localization on the donor and acceptor species and thereby
drives the transfer process. As discussed in Sect. 2, molecular conduction is
driven by a potential difference between two infinite electrodes and phonon
induced localization does not play any essential role in affecting this driving.
Still, also in molecular conduction, the coupling between electronic and nu-
clear degrees of freedom is of great interest on several counts. First, it under-
lines the interplay between coherent transport by carrier tunneling and/or
band motion, polaronic conduction and incoherent, thermally assisted hop-
ping transport [3]. Indeed, the importance of the full hopping regime, in which
charges are definitely localized on the molecular bridge, has been demon-
strated both in the Coulomb blockade limit [48] and in a polaron-type local-
ization situation [49]. Secondly, it is directly relevant to the issue of junction
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heating [50–52]. Also, vibronic interactions accompanying electron transport
may lead to specific nuclear motions such as rotations [53, 54], lateral hop-
ping of molecules on the surface [55], atomic rearrangements [56] and chemical
reactions [57]. Finally, nuclear motions can directly manifest themselves as
inelastic signals in the current-voltage spectra. Inelastic electron tunneling
spectroscopy (IETS) has been an important tool for identifying molecular
species in tunnel junctions for a long time [58]. With the development and
advances in scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) and spectroscopy (STS)
it has proven invaluable as a tool for identifying and characterizing molecu-
lar species within the conduction region [54, 59–62]. Indeed, this is the only
direct way to ascertain that a molecular species indeed participates in the
conduction process, and at the same time to provide important spectroscopic
and structural data on the conducting molecule, in particular information on
the strength of the vibronic coupling itself [63].

4.1 Timescale Issues

The relative importance of vibronic (or electron-phonon) interactions in elec-
tron transmission processes is an issue of relative timescales. If the trans-
mission event is fast on the timescale of nuclear motion the latter may be
taken static, and we only need to average the resulting elastic transmission
probability over the relevant ensemble of nuclear configurations. The other ex-
treme limit, where the nuclear motion is fast relative to the electronic process
is usually not relevant in our system. Dynamic electron-phonon effects may
potentially play a significant role when the electronic and nuclear timescale
are similar. In order to make an assessment of this possibility an estimate
of the relevant electronic timescale is needed. For resonance electron transfer
this timescale is associated with the electronic coupling, e.g. for band motion
– by the inverse bandwidth. For off resonance tunneling transmission a useful
estimate is provided by the tunneling traversal time, τtrav, essentially a (non-
rigorous) estimate of the time available for a tunneling electron to interact
with degrees of freedom localized in the barrier region. For example, for a
particle of mass m and energy E that tunnel through a rectangular barrier
of height U and width D, the traversal time is given by

τtrav =
√

m

2(U − E)
D (13)

while for transmission in the model of Fig. 2b, involving N bridge levels and
an energy gap ∆E we obtain [64]

τtrav =
�N

�E (14)

It may in fact be shown [64] that both (13) and (14) are limiting cases of a
more general expression. For typical molecular parameters, say D = 1 nm,
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N ∼= 2 − 4 and ∆E = U − E = 1V (13) and (14) yield τtrav in the range
0.1 − 1 fs. On this short timescale one may disregard nuclear motion and
inelastic effects on electron transmission. We see however that for smaller
∆E inelastic effects may become relevant. In particular this is often the case
in resonance tunneling situations. For example, a recent computational study
of electron tunneling through water films [65] has revealed the existence of
water structures that support resonance tunneling in the energy range of up
to 1 eV below the vacuum barrier and with traversal timescales of the order
of ∼10 fs, similar to the period of the OH stretch vibrations in water.

4.2 Transition from Coherent to Incoherent Motion

In most treatments of electron transmission and conduction through insu-
lating barriers one assumes that the barrier nuclear configuration is static.
(This should be distinguished from nuclear relaxation at the donor and ac-
ceptor sites in the electron transfer process which is the driving force for
this process). The breakdown of this assumption can potentially have far
reaching consequences. In the extreme case, energy transfer into nuclear mo-
tions from the transmitting electrons may lead to conformation changes and
eventually to disintegration of the junction. Indeed, an important factor in
designing molecular conductors is their structural stability and understand-
ing processes that can undermine this stability is of utmost importance [66].
A single molecule junction that carries 1 nA of current over a voltage drop
of 1 volt passes ∼1010 eV of energy per second, many orders of magnitude
more than is needed to atomize its components. This implies the need for
understanding heat generation and dissipation in molecular conductors. In
the other limit of very weak electron-nuclear interaction, electron transfer
and transmission remain essentially the same, still the signature of electron-
phonon coupling may be observed as vibrational features in the voltage de-
pendence of the current observed in inelastic tunneling spectroscopy.

In very common intermediate cases, energy does not accumulate exces-
sively in the junction, still interactions with the thermal environments can
lead to a fundamental change in the transmission mechanism: Coherent trans-
fer is replaced by incoherent hopping. This can be simply demonstrated [29],
for a one dimensional wire problem where, in the linear transport regime, the
Landauer formula [29] for the conduction reads

g(E) =
e2

π�
T (15)

where T is the transmission coefficient and e the electron charge. Consider
now a conductor of length L as a series of N macroscopic scatterers. At each
scatterer the electron can be transmitted with probability T , or reflected
with probability P = 1 − T . Let the the total transmission through N such
objects be TN , so that T = T1. Provided that the phase of the wavefunc-
tion is destroyed after each transmission-reflection event, so that we can add
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probabilities, the transmission through an N scatterers system is obtained
by considering a connection in series of an N − 1 scatterer system with an
additional scatterer, and summing over all multiple scattering paths

TN = TN−1(1 + RRN−1 + (RRN−1)2 + . . .)T =
T TN−1

1 −RRN−1
(16)

with R = 1 − T and RN = 1 − TN . This implies

1 − TN

TN
=

1 − TN−1

TN−1
+

1 − T
T = N

1 − T
T (17)

so that
TN =

T
N(1 − T ) + T =

L0

L+ L0
(18)

where L0 = T /V (1 − T and v = N/L is the scatterer density. Using this
transmission coefficient in (15) yields

g(E) =
e2

π�

L0

L+ L0
(19)

that gives the inverse length dependence characteristic of Ohm’s law as L→
∞.

More detailed treatments can handle situations where dephasing is not
complete at each scatterer. Büttiker [67] has introduced phase destruction
processes by conceptually attaching an electron reservoir onto the constriction
under the condition that, while charge carriers are exchanged between the
current-carrying system and the reservoir, no net averaged current is flowing
into this reservoir. Such a contact, essentially a voltage probe, acts as a phase
breaking scatterer, and the dephasing efficiency is controlled by adjusting
the coupling strength between this device and the system. A very different
approach to dephasing was considered by Bixon and Jortner [68, 69] who
pointed out that the irregular nature of Franck Condon overlaps between
intramolecular vibrational states associated with different electronic centers
can lead to phase erosion in resonant electron transfer. Yet another approach
uses the machinery of non-equilibrium statistical mechanics, starting from
a Hamiltonian that includes the junction and its thermal environment and
deriving reduced equations of motion for the electron dynamics. This leads
to a dynamical description that includes the effect of dephasing and energy
relaxation that are characterized by properties of the thermal bath and the
system-bath coupling.

Figures 3–8 show some theoretical results based on the latter approach
and recent experimental results that show the effect of dephasing and acti-
vation [70, 72]. While the transition from tunneling to activation dominated
rate processes has been known in other rate phenomena, the manifestation of
this transition in the length dependence of tunneling conduction or electron
transfer rate is a relatively recent development. Table 2 [73] summarizes these
results for the Markovian limit of the thermal relaxation process.
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Fig. 3. The integrated elastic (dotted line) and activated (dashed line) components
of the transmission (zero bias conduction), and the total transmission probability
(full line) displayed as function of inverse temperature (from [50])

Table 2. Bridge length dependence of the transmission rate [73]

Physical Process Bride Lenghth
(N) Dependence

Super exchange eβN −β′ = 2 ln(VB/∆EB)
(small N, large ∆EB/VB ,
large ∆EB/kBT)
Steady state hopping N−1

(large N, small ∆EB/VB ,
small ∆EB/kBT)
Non-directional hopping N−2

(large N, small ∆EB/VB ,
small ∆EB/kBT)

Intermediate range (k−1
up + k−1

diffN)−1 kup ∼ (V 2
Bk/∆E2)e−∆EB/kBT

intermediate N, small ∆EB/VB kdiff ∼ (4V 2
B/k)e−∆EB/kBT

Steady state hopping −eαN α =
√

ΓB(ΓB + k/2VB

+ competing loss at every
bridge site

Notation: N-site bridge, with intersite electronic tunneling matrix element VB ,
injection energy barrier EB , temperature T , friction coefficient (inverse dephasing
time) κ.
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Fig. 4. Bridge length dependence of molecular conduction (or electron transfer
rate), showing the transition from exponential decrease with chain length for short
chains to a weak (k1 + k2N)−1 dependence at long length. The parameters used in
this calculation are ∆E = EB − EF = 0.2 eV, V = 0.05 eV.ΓL = ΓR = 0.1 eV and
the rate of thermal relaxation 0.01 eV, and the results shown are obtained using
temperatures of 300 K (lower curve) and 500K (From [50])

4.3 Heating and Heat Conduction

As already noted, a molecule that carries 1nA of electronic current across a
potential bias of 1V is passing ∼1010 eV of energy per second. A tiny fraction
of this energy, if it remains on the molecule for more than a few ps, will cause
molecular ionization or dissociation and disintegration of the junction. With
the objective of achieving a stable conducting operation (as opposed to, say,
inducing a chemical reaction by passing a current) two questions are in order.
First, what is the rate of electronic energy dissipation (heat generation, i.e.
increased nuclear kinetic energy) on the molecular bridge and, second, how
fast is the heat transfer out of the molecule, into the surrounding environment.
The most challenging situation is that where heat can flow from the molecule
only onto the electrodes with which it is in contact.

For a molecule that carries a current I under a potential bias Φ in a
steady state operation, the answer [74] to the first question is κIΦ, where
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Fig. 5. Temperature dependence of the electron transfer rate in the photoreac-
tion center (G. Hartwich, G. Bieser, T. L. Angenbachen, P. Müller, M. Richter,
A. Ogrodnik, H. Scheer and M.E. Michel-Beyerle, Biophys. J. 71, A8 (1997); see
also M. Bixon and J. Jortner, [11]). The activationless behavior (upper curve) cor-
responds to the wild-type reaction center while crossing from super-exchenge at
low temperature to activated behavior at higher T is exhibited in a chemically
engineered reaction center in which the bacteriochlorophyl is replaced by vinyl bac-
teriochlorophyl

Fig. 6. Temperature dependence of the current through 1-nitro-2,5-di
(phenylethynyl- 4’ -mercapto) benzene molecules between gold electrodes, showing
transition from non-activated to activated behavior with a bias-dependent activa-
tion energy (After [70])
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Fig. 7. Measured length dependence of electron transfer yields in DNA (from [71])

Fig. 8. Room temperature calculated conductance of a single-walled nanotube
between gold electrodes, as a function of nanotube length. (from [35])
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0 ≥ κ ≥ 1. A calculation based on a tight-binding model [74] with electron-
phonon coupling estimated from molecular reorganization energies yields κ
of order 0.1. Thus the heat conduction problem in molecular junctions be-
comes crucial. As a zero-order approximation one may try to represent the
molecular wire as a cylinder characterized by the classical heat conduction
coefficient of saturated organic materials. This yields the results [74] of Fig. 9
that may lead us to conclude that the temperature rise expected under rea-
sonable operating conditions is not significant. It appears though that using
classical heat conduction for such estimates fails for two reasons. First, the
size of molecular conduction bridges is often small enough to make phonon
motion essentially ballistic and classical heat conduction concepts largely in-
valid. This actually enhances heat transfer out of the molecule relative to
what is expected in macroscopic, diffusive, conduction. On the other hand,
small molecular systems are restricted environments, limited in the number
and spectrum of available phonon modes. This reduces the efficiency of heat
dissipation out of the molecule and the net outcome [51], as we know from
experiment, is that junction stability may be compromised by passing current
through its molecular component.

Fig. 9. A model estimate of the temperature rise of a current carrying molecular
junction (model as a cylinder (see inset) connecting the electrodes). Heat is assumed
to be deposited at the center of the cylinder at a rate of 1010 eV/s (an estimate
from a theory based on the Redfield formalism for a current of 10 nA at voltage
1 eV) and the classical heat equation. With heat conduction σh = 3.5 · 10−4 cal/
(s · cm · K) typical of organic solids is used to estimate the cooling. (from [73]). The
length of the cylinder is 60 Å. The upper curve is obtained from a calculation that
assumes that heat flows out of the molecule only at the contacts with the leads. The
lower curve is from a calculation that assumes cooling through th entire molecular
surface
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4.4 Inelastic Electron Tunneling Spectroscopy (IETS)

Inelastic tunneling spectroscopy, an increasingly important tool for studies
of molecular conduction junctions, provides the possibility to view directly
the consequence of electron-phonon interaction in the tunneling current. Ex-
perimentally one looks for vibrational signatures in the current/voltage re-
sponse of the junction. An important technical difference between IETS and
electronic optical spectroscopy is that in the latter case the energy of the
observable (light) is easily resolved, while a current is an integral over energy
(see (3)) that needs to be differentiated to get energy resolved information.

Vibrational signatures in the current-voltage relationships of molecular
junctions can stem from two origins (see Fig. 10a). At the threshold where
the potential bias between the left and right electrodes exceeds �ω0, where
ω0 is the frequency of a nuclear vibrational mode on the bridge, the tunnel-
ing electron can exchange energy with this mode and the additional inelastic
signal is observed as a conduction step, i.e. a peak in the second derivative
d2I/dΦ2 of the current with respect to the voltage. If the potential bias is
such that an electronic level of the bridge just enters the window between
the Fermi-energy of the two electrodes, resonance tunneling takes place and
the corresponding peak in the conductance dI/dΦ may be accompanied by
satellite vibrational peaks similar to those observed in resonance Raman scat-
tering. An example of the resulting spectroscopy is shown in Fig. 12 of Chap.
30. References [61, 75] discuss recent observations of vibrational structures
dressing resonance tunneling currents.

Fig. 10. A schematic view of the level structure for inelastic electron tunneling
(left) and for Raman scattering (right). The shaded areas in left figure denote
the continuous manifolds of states of the two leads where the lines separating the
occupied and unoccupied states are the corresponding Fermi energies. For the right
lead two manifolds are shown: one where the corresponding molecular state is the
ground vibrational state of the molecule, and the other (diagonally shaded) where
the molecule is in the first excited vibrational state. The horizontal dotted lines at
heights µL and ε1 are added to guide the eye
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At the threshold |eΦ| = �ω0 of the inelastic tunneling channel both the
elastic and the inelastic fluxes change, with the latter obviously increasing
from its zero value below threshold. In contrast, as first noted by Persson
and Baratoff [76], depending on the energetic parameters of the system, the
correction to the elastic current may be negative. Furthermore, this negative
change in the elastic tunneling component may outweigh the positive con-
tribution of the inelastic current, leading to a negative peak in the second
derivative of the current/voltage relationship. Such negative features have in-
deed been observed in recent single-molecule IETS studies [60,71]. It should
be noted that not only the sign but also the shape of these peaks depend on
the energetic parameters of the system [77], and recent results [62] (see also
Chap. 30) that show relatively strong derivative-like features in the low tem-
perature IETS spectrum of C8 alkane thiols may be another manifestation of
the same effect. The origin of this rich range of behaviors is the interference
between different orders (in the electron-phonon coupling M) of the elastic
contribution to the tunneling current, as explained by Fig. 11. This figure
refers to a simple model [77] with a single bridge electronic state (1) and a
single phonon mode, described by the Hamiltonian

Ĥ0 = ε1ĉ
†
1ĉ1 +

∑
kεL,R

εkd̂
†
kd̂k + ω0â

†â+
∑

kεL,R

(Vk1d̂
†
k ĉ1 + h.c.) +M(â† + â)ĉ†1ĉ1

(20)
where ĉ†1 and ĉ1 are creation and annihilation operators for electrons on the
bridging level of energy ε1, {k} = {l}, {r} are sets of electronic states rep-
resenting the left (L) and the right (R) electrodes with the corresponding
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Fig. 11. A scheme used to explain the low order elastic and inelastic components
of the IETS signal. See text for details
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creation and annihilation operators d̂†k and d̂k and â†k and â are creation and
annihilation operator for the phonon mode of frequency ω0. The tunneling
amplitude may be written, to second order in the electron-phonon coupling
M as A = A0 + A1M + A2M

2 where A0 is the amplitude of a zero order
process that involves no phonons, A1 is a 1-phonon inelastic tunneling am-
plitude and A2 is a 2-phonon elastic amplitude that describes a second order
process where one phonon was created then destroyed. Clearly, the intensity
A2 contains in second order contributions of inelastic process, and interfering
elastic processes as seen in Fig. 11.

5 Remarks and Generalities

Since junction transport is in some senses an extension of non-adiabatic mole-
cular electron transfer, conductances and rate constants are closely related
(Sect. 3), and both undergo characteristic changes between coherent and in-
coherent motion mechanisms (Sect. 4). Because of these similarities, there
are a number of common issues that will arise in the measurement of either
conductance or electron transfer rates. These are discussed in Sect. 5.1 of
this chapter. There are, however, some special aspects of junction transport,
that arise from the nature of the states and the dynamical processes involved.
These aspects are discussed in Sect. 5.2.

5.1 Electron Transfer and Conductance: Common Issues

Electronic States

Because charge transfer or transport is the defining process, both ET and
JC (electron transfer and junction conductance) deal with initial and final
electronic states. In junctions, the electronic states in question lie within the
continuum of the leads. For ET, both the initial and final states are isolated
molecule electronic eigenstates. Nevertheless, the transport coefficients (kET

and g) will vary with varying initial or final electronic state. While this has
been extensively investigated in the ET field [1, 78, 79] (in particular using
photoelectrochemistry), it is also expected to be present in junctions: indeed,
photoexcited junction transport has been discussed in the theoretical litera-
ture [80], and some initial experimental aspects are beginning to appear [81].

Electron Correlation

The electron correlation problem enters into both processes. This term refers
to the fact that interelectron repulsion both makes the electronic structure of
molecules or solids a problem that is impossible to solve exactly, and substan-
tively modifies energy levels. In most treatments of ET or MJ, a major simpli-
fication is made in that only the single electron terms of a model Hamiltonian
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are used: these models are sometimes called tight binding [82], or extended
Huckel or one electron. Electron repulsions cause major changes in the prop-
erties of individual molecules (for example, they change the optical spectra
qualitatively, they are responsible for bond formation and taking them into
account is the dominant reason why electronic structure calculations in 2004
are better than they were in 1946).

Calculations employing electronic correlation, often using density func-
tional theory, are now becoming standard both in transport [29–41, 83] and
in transfer, but nevertheless major problems still inhere in dealing correctly
with the effects of correlation. A specific instance involving junction behavior
will be discussed in Sect. 5.2.

Spin Effects

Because of the Exclusion Principle, interactions between same spin and oppo-
site spin electrons are different. In ET, these spin effects are strongly marked
in situations involving particular open shell transition metal ions, notably
cobalt. In junction transport, there have been a number of theoretical analy-
ses of possible spin effects [84]: one idea is that the spins are polarized in
the metallic electrode, and the amplitude for scattering through the junction
for same spin and differing spin electrons will differ. The opposite limit in-
volves non-singlet states on the molecule itself. No experimental observations
of such phenomena are yet reported. There is also an interesting issue of spin
quantization axis, since the two electrodes and the molecule might have quite
differing spin axes.

Geometry

It has already been stressed that to obtain useful structure/function rela-
tionships, one needs to know structure. Electronic structure calculation for
individual molecules can give bond lengths and bond angles, for stable or-
ganics, that are essentially as exact as experiment. For ET reactions, then,
the geometry problem is to some extent computationally solved. In stark
contrast, with the possible exception of nanotubes, nearly nothing is known
experimentally about the actual geometry of molecules in transport junc-
tions: this is a non-equilibrium situation, and non-equilibrium methods are
required to calculate such geometries. There have been some attempts in this
direction [85], but since experimental determination of the geometries is so
very difficult, it is not known how accurate such calculations are.

5.2 Junction Conductance

Because ET is one of the most important reactions in chemistry, the issues
discussed in Sect. 5.1 of this chapter have been investigated there both theo-
retically and experimentally. Since studies of JC are essentially only a decade
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old, and since the metrical problems are so serious, much of this territory has
been unexplored. But other effects can dominate in junction transport, and
these differentiate the ET and JC situations.

Geometric Behavior

Modifications in structure lead to modifications in molecular properties; such
structure/function relationships are at the heart of modern chemistry. In
JC, as already stated several times, the geometries are effectively unknown,
and indeed there does not seem any direct scattering method that can be
used experimentally to find accurately the geometry of a molecule made
of first row atoms in the presence of a large number of metal or semicon-
ductor atoms constituting the electrode. Indirect structural analysis, using
vibrational spectroscopy and scanning probe information, is becoming avail-
able [62,86]. Until such geometric information permits comparison with com-
putations both of the structure and of transport with different structures,
this will comprise a very serious difficulty for accurate comparison between
modeling and experiments. Beautiful experiments have demonstrated that
electronic currents in junctions can actually break chemical bonds, excite
vibrations, and otherwise alter the structural chemistry of the molecules of
these junctions [53,54,57,59–61,74]. Understanding that variation remains a
major task.

Voltage Profiles

The issue of voltage profiles, effectively the electrochemical potential across a
junction in a non-equilibrium state, can be crucial in determining behaviors.
This has been studied beginning with a clarification by Datta and his collab-
orators of the importance of the voltage drop structure [87]. Figure 12 shows
some calculations of the local electrostatic field across a model wire system
in the Huckel drescription [88]: notice the change in shape from the simple
ramp (which is correct in the absence of any charge within the junctions)
to a highly screened interaction in which most of the field drops at the elec-
trode/molecule interface. The extent to which a voltage drop occurs at any
given spot can only be determined by a self consistent calculation that takes
into account carrier-carrier interactions, because it is necessary to solve si-
multaneously the Poisson equation for the electrostatics and the Schrödinger
equation for the wave function. The smooth curves in Fig. 12 come from
solving these equations simultaneously for a simple junction model of a wire.
In more extensive calculations on the molecules, there have been attempts to
describe the electrostatics. Figure 13 shows the calculated electrostatics for
a junction consisting of an organic between gold electrodes [89]. There are
substantial changes in the potential due to the presence of electrical charge
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Fig. 12. The effective electrostatic potential acting across a Huckel-level molecular
wire contacting two metallic electrodes. The potential indicated as Poisson is a
self-consistent solution to the Poisson and Schrodinger equations, while the ramp is
simply the applied electrostatic potential. The inset shows the second derivative of
the potential(solid) and the density divided by the local dielectric constant (broken).
After [88]

distributions, as is to be expected. Note also that although some of the po-
tential drops at the interfacial regime, substantial amounts do drop across
the molecular structure itself.

Understanding the generalities of the voltage profile is crucial, because dif-
ferent voltage profiles will give different solutions to the Schrödinger equation,
and therefore different transport predictions. Self consistent field calculations
using density functional methods are becoming the standard here [89–91],
and can be used to approximate the charge distributions, and therefore the
voltage profiles, once self consistency is obtained.

Heuristically, if current is to be continuous throughout the junction, and
if Ohm’s law were to be obeyed, then the local drop in potential should be
proportional to the local resistance. It follows from this argument that if the
mixing at the interface is weak, much of the voltage will drop at the interface,
and this seems to be borne out by calculations.

Creative work by the McEuen and his collaborators in carbon nanotubes
has measured [92] the electrostatic potential, essentially by scanning a voltage
probe across the molecule at a functional junction. They observe specific
drops along the tube, which are attributed to defects. The actual drop at the
interface cannot be measured, because the interface geometry is simply too
tight. Measurements of energy dissipation suggest major drops in the field at
the interface, as is to be expected. While such measurements would be very
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helpful for small molecule circuits, the short length (∼1 nm) makes them very
difficult.

The simplest way to think about such effects is to consider that molecules
act like polarizable capacitors in junctions, and that the molecular charge dis-
tribution polarizes itself to offset the applied field. In this sense, the interface
looks slightly like an electrochemical double layer.

The superexchange mechanisms, as detailed above, suggest that whichever
effectively coupled frontier level is closer in energy to the injection energy in
the junction case, or closer in energy to the donor in the ET case, should
dominate the rate constant. Analysis is more difficult with the junctions, only
because so many levels of the “extended molecules” enter. For example, very
recent calculations by the Bredas Group [93] and by Basch and collaborators
[93] have demonstrated that the effective levels of the extended molecule are
not the HOMO and the LUMO, because of the importance of metal-induced
gap states [94]. Important, strongly coupled levels can be found by population
analysis, and for the simple benzenedithiol case there are of the order of a
dozen intervening in the extended molecule [93].

Classically, one expects that the presence of a charge distribution near a
metal will result in polarization of the metal, and that this polarization can
be well described in terms of an image potential picture. Computationally,
using electronic structure methods to calculate this image is difficult [96],
essentially because of the interelectronic repulsions in the metal. It is not
clear how well any of the “extended molecule” schemes currently in vogue for
calculating junction transport deal with the very important image problem,
nor is it really clear how to include the image heuristically (double counting
of image effects must be avoided). Very recent work by the Purdue group [95]
has used a self consistent solution to the Poisson equation with an image
correction, within a semiempirical CNDO model Hamiltonian. They calculate
both the effective voltage profile and the I/V characteristics. The results
show rectification behavior, agreeing very well with break junction transport
measurements [99].

Electron Correlation

An important set of phenomena directly related to electron correlation ef-
fects is characteristic of mesoscopic physics, and is beginning to be observed
in molecular junctions. One of these is the so called Kondo effect [48], in which
there is actually a maximum in the conductance at zero voltage, if there is an
odd spin on the molecular bridge. Effectively, this comes because of exchange
interactions creating a very small peak in the density of the states at the
metallic Fermi level. The strength of these interactions is characteristically
weak, and (Fig. 14) the Kondo maximum disappears at higher temperature.
The possible engineering of molecules to give a larger Kondo-like peak con-
stitutes a significant challenge both for experiment and for theory.
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Fig. 13. The difference in electrostatic potentials between the molecule plus elec-
trode and the junction under voltage. The center frame shows the calculated charge
transfer, using a very reduced basis set. After [89]

Fig. 14. The observed Kondo-type resonance in the transport through a dithio-
lated odd-spin Co complex between gold electrodes. Note the disappearance of the
resonance peak with increase of temperature. After [48]
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When the interfacial mixing (the spectral densities) of the two electrodes
become weak, the molecule can act as, effectively, a perfect extended quantum
dot structure. Figure 15 shows the observation of the so called “coulomb
blockade” structure for a bridge consisting of a gold dot linked to the electrode
by duplex DNA strands. The characteristic blockade steps correspond to the
charging of the dot, and are seen because of weak effective spectral densities
of the two electrodes. Such coulomb blockade structures have been observed
in many other molecules [48], and in particular an actual coulombic staircase
structure has been reported for a long oligomer of paraphenylenevinylene
[49], where a combination of multielectron effects and vibronic interactions
is responsible for the multiple charging of the bridge.
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Fig. 15. The coulomb blockade spectrum of a DNA-functionalized Au dot between
Au electrodes. The fit is to the standard two-resistor, two capacitor equivalent
circuit. After S-W. Chung et al., submitted to Small

Computational Approaches

While use of simple models such as the Newns/Anderson form for the elec-
trode spectral density (based on a one-dimensional tight binding metal) [97]
or a Huckel [95] or tight-binding form [82] for the molecular Hamiltonian
are extremely useful for understanding general behaviors, there is extensive
current activity in actual electronic structure calculations of junction conduc-
tance. One approach uses a jellium model for the electrodes and a scattering
picture in terms of the Lippman-Schwinger equation for the molecule. This
has been extensively applied [37–40], and has a particularly attractive aspect
in using a generalized Ehrenfest approach to allow actual geometry optimiza-
tion under current-flow conditions [85].

More commonly, the junction is broken into two parts, an “extended mole-
cule” consisting of the actual molecule and a few electrode atoms at each end,
and the reminder of the electrodes. The latter are represented in terms of their
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surface Green’s functions, and act as source and drain. The extended mole-
cule is treated using a chosen electronic structure model [29–36]. The choice
of method and the basis set determines the quality of the calculation, and
self-consistent solution of transport and electronic structure allows prediction
of the voltage-dependent conductance. Usually, some form of static Density
Functional Theory (DFT) is used for the electronic structure problem.

There are substantive difficulties here, including the fact that static DFT
does a very poor job of representing electron injection or ionization processes
(essentially the content of the G in (5)), and the balance problem between the
basis sets on the molecule and the metal atoms [83,98]. Several contributions
both in this book and elsewhere [98] describe alternate, sometimes more
sophisticated electronic structure approaches. Since ab-initio methods using
correlation corrections of the coupled cluster or Moller-Plesset type do a
quite good job in describing ionization and electron capture, their use for
conductance seems promising. Basis set issues might be simplified by going
to plane-wave formulations.

Reliability, Reproducibility, Experimental Conditions
and Switching

Because junction transport is such a new measurement, the community con-
tinues to seek the most effective ways to make voltage spectroscopic mea-
surements of transport. Several of the important schemes for doing so will
be outlined in the following chapters of this book. In general, however, the
measurements break down into two major categories. First, there are break
junction measurements [42,99,100], fabrication schemes [101], particular lim-
its of crossed-wire, STM and nanodot collection measurements [102–104], in
which one is presumably measuring a small number (ideally 1) of molecules.
Second are measurements on adlayers, in which many thousands of molecules
can contribute to the transport [105, 106]. There is no necessary reason why
these two sorts of measurement should give the same current/voltage signa-
tures, even if the molecules are identical, and the electrodes are identical [107].
There are several reasons why such disparities might exist:

First, the spectral densities (effective inverse contact resistance) could
vary between adlayers and single molecules. Indeed, calculations indicate
[108] (and measurements of adlayer stability and motion also suggest [109]
that there are several stable sites for the most common geometries, such
as thiol/gold or siloxy linkages [110]. These different geometries are also
calculated to have different spectral densities, and therefore different con-
ductance signatures [108]. This is almost certainly the reason for the often-
observed striking switching in time dependent measurements of transport.
Figure 16 shows an important contribution from the Weiss laboratory [104],
with switching on and switching off of transport through a conjugated mole-
cule in a mixed adlayer film. Figure 17 shows the histograms observed by
Tao’s group [111], found by an electrochemical break-junction scheme. This
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is an important measurement, demonstrating clearly the differing conduc-
tance values expected for differing geometries. Reed’s Group [112] has re-
ported significant conductance fluctuations in disordered SAM structures,
but far better reproducibility for ordered ones. For stable organics bound to
Si electrodes, fluctuations are very small [100, 101]. The simplest and most
persuasive argument for observed conductance switching is indeed geometric
change of the environment, just as it is for single molecule spectroscopy and
spectral diffusion. Given these different possible geometries and resulting dif-
ferent conductances, it is not surprising that any individual measurement of
transport could differ from another.

Second, the presence of self-assembled monolayers on surfaces changes
both the work function and the Fermi energy of the metal [113]. Since the
Fermi energy enters into the voltage profile, and into the injection gap, it is
clear that a given molecule may have a different conductance signature in
the presence of an adlayer film than it would on a bare metal, independent
of any geometric change.

Given these realizations, it is clear that extensive comparative measure-
ments will have to be made before actual current/voltage/Fermi level behav-
ior is clarified.

Probably the simplest multiple-molecule situation involves alkane thiol
adlayers: these are very regular and relatively stable. Moreover, the very
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Fig. 17. Histograms for molecular junction conductance observed in an electro-
chemical environment. The histograms are based on multiple samples, obtained in
an electrochemical break-junction measurement. Note the breadth of the observed
conductance, the near-quantized transport in the metal wires, and the higher trans-
port in the benzene dithiol than in the xylene dithiol. After [111]

large gap expected due to the saturated electronic structure of the alkane sug-
gests (for example using the Buttiker–Landauer time scale) that here trans-
port will occur by simple quantum mechanical barrier tunneling, expected
to follow roughly the Simmons equation [114] and to exhibit no temperature
dependence. Precisely these characteristics have been observed in several lab-
oratories [105, 115] – the transport is indeed temperature independent, and
indeed decays exponentially with length as would be expected for alkanes.
Calculations from several laboratories on such systems agree very well with
the experiment for the slope of the exponential decay [116,117]. Nevertheless,
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interface effects, electrode instabilities and fabrication problems continue to
haunt transport measurements [118].

While stochastic switching arising from thermal or voltage-driven geom-
etry changes can complicate the interpretation of conductance, using con-
trolled molecular geometric changes to modify transport may be a very sig-
nificant aspect of molecular electronics. Several theoretical papers address
the idea of using a stereochemical change [119–121], driven by the applied
field, to switch a molecular geometry and therefore to use the molecule as
a dynamic circuit element, producing a switch or rectifier. It was pointed
out by Datta and collaborators that the use of a standard FET geometry is
difficult for molecular species, because the short molecular lengths (of order
1nm) would require a very thin oxide layer (less than the molecular length)
for effective switching [122]. Using a stereochemical switch in a two-electrode
(source/drain) rather than the three-electrode (source/gate/drain) structure
of the traditional FET would constitute a particularly neat form of true
molecular electronics (Fig. 18) [119–122].

Other switching phenomena, and indeed a very different set of conduc-
tance behaviors, occur when semiconducting electrodes replace metallic ones
[101, 102]. It has been demonstrated [100] that reproducible negative differ-
ential conductance spectra can occur in transport through a chemisorbed
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Fig. 19. Observed negative differential conductance in a Si-based molecular junc-
tion. The structure is made by adding a free-radical molecule, called tempo, to a
single surface dangling bond on a heavily-doped Si single crystal. The conductance
fluctuations arise from the bandgaps in Si. After [100]

molecular species on a Si electrode (Fig. 19). Such switching behavior in a
stabile geometry, which might be very valuable in actual computational cir-
cuitry, can be understood in terms of the bandgaps in the semiconductor
electrode [122].

For most interesting molecules, convergence between experiment and the-
ory has been more difficult to obtain. As discussed both in this section and
in the following papers, such convergence is not expected until we have much
more information on the geometry, the environment, the electronic structure
and the binding in the given molecular junction. These issues of reliability are
now being seriously addressed, and the field is making great progress toward
turning molecular junction transport into a reliable model science.
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